Many attest the kitchen is the hub of the home.
This statement is obviously true when looking at
this intriguing kitchen design by A-Plan Kitchens.
Designer Catherine Young was asked to develop
a contemporary kitchen that would make good
use of the space and become the centre of the
action. Delivering in true style, this kitchen is not
only functional and aesthetically pleasing but also
boasts great views to the lap pool outside. This
outdoor/indoor flow-on effect really adds to the
open-plan and ambience of the home.
The use of 40mm polished essa stone in Wild
Truffle on the benchtops provides warmth while
the contrasting white cabinetry gives a sense of
space. The generous island bench is very inviting
and almost beckons you to pull up a chair and
enjoy a cup of coffee. The designer has cleverly
created a sense of space and allowed the island
bench to become an inviting centrepiece rather
than an overwhelming addition. Large stainlesssteel handles on the cabinetry certainly add
significant appeal as do the brushed aluminium
kickboards and impressive traditional dual-fuel
stove in modern dark grey.

Fact file

Room with a view
With an abundance of light and space, this sleek,
contemporary kitchen is certainly an eye-catcher
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The kitchen was designed by Catherine Young and
built by A-PLAN KITCHENS 208 Parramatta Road,
Camperdown NSW 2050
Phone (02) 9516 3611
Email enquiries@aplan.com.au
Website www.aplan.com.au
Doors Colour-matched polyurethane in Dulux
Whisper White Panels Laminex Fossil bar panel
Handles 8mm stainless-steel mitred “D” pull 160mm
and 400mm Benchtop 40mm polished essa stone
in Wild Truffle Splashback Colour-matched glass
in Dulux Whisper White Kickboards Brushed
aluminium laminate Floor Large-format vitrified tiles
Lighting Low-voltage pendant lighting
Appliances include a Falcon Toledo dual-fuel
oven, a Qasair 1000mm concealed rangehood, a
stainless-steel Blanco freestanding dishwasher, a
Westinghouse RS663V stainless-steel side-by-side
refrigerator, Abey NuQueen Hawkesbury and Glenelg
undermount sinks, and a stainless-steel Blanco
microwave oven Cost, approximately, for design,
manufacture and installation, $20,000

Contrasting colours and flowing
lines add space and warmth while large
windows provide an abundance of
natural light.
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